The club is based on the Northern Beaches and has its origins in the 1970's. Activities cover most types of radio-controlled model boating. The club’s aim is to promote the building, operation and racing of working scale model marine vessels and yachts.

Our members construct racing sailboats (particularly the 1m Narrabeen Class), modern and vintage ships, warships, sailing ships and vintage yachts. Racing sailboats are wind-driven and scale models are steam, electric or petrol powered. They are true to scale in every respect and as authentic as possible. Sailboat jib and mainsail are radio-controlled as are the speed, steering, navigation lights, whistles and sirens of the motorised scale model vessels.

Racing of one metre Narrabeen Class sailboats takes place Tuesday and Friday mornings at Jamieson Park, Narrabeen between 9:00 am and noon. Competition is fierce! The Narrabeen Lagoon Sailing Group also has an informative website www.narrabeensailing.com.

The Club’s Scale Model venue is at Middle Creek, Wakehurst Parkway, opposite the Sydney Academy of Sport and Recreation entrance. Motorised models and yachts sail here every 1st and 3rd Sunday of the month. High speed racing models are not permitted due to the restricted area of water and excessive noise levels. Action starts at 10.00 am.

If marine modelling or sailboat racing interests you, find out more by paying a visit to the Middle Creek venue one Sunday morning or to Jamieson Park on a Tuesday or Friday morning. Non-boating/modelmaking members are also welcome.

Maritime Model Club of NSW, Inc
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President Richard Heggie 0411 556 022
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Sailing Group Convenor Malcolm Murray 0409 866 217
Scale Model Group Convenor Warren Reaney 0418 480 279
Jamieson Park Venue – Narrabeen Lakes Sailboat Racing

Middle Creek Venue - Motorised Models and Yachts